
TRANSPARENT COVERSETS
 The Transparent Coversets protect your bound 

document in a professional manner
 Scored along the left-margin, allowing the document to 

open easily and lay flat
 Excellent clarity with frosted matt look
 Outstanding durability for extended life
STEELBOOKS
 This unique one-piece cover produces a perfectly 

bound hardback book in a few seconds. 
 For your key presentations you should settle for 

nothing but the best and this product offers just that. 
 High quality leather like finish, and impressive 

customization options include foil-stamping & 
four-colour art.

STEELBACK
 The steel spine guarantees solid, durable binding 
 Edit your documents quickly and easily
 Customize the impression you make on 

customers and prospects with beautiful 
presentation

 Professional presentation directly reflects the quality 
of  the products and services you provide

STEEL CRYSTAL
 One-piece, crystal clear front and back cover includes 

unique steel spine to ensure a firm and solid binding. It 
provides protection, enhances the colour of images 
and adds a professional image to all your documents. 

Consumables & Accessories

ACCESSORIES
X-Tower
The Unibind X-Tower is specifically designed for the new Unibind 
binding systems. Beneath the work surface are shelves and storage 
compartments for Unibind covers and accessories. 
CD Pocket
Want to include digital images, product tours or a digital portfolio in 
your presentation? Put it in a self-adhesive CD Pocket and attach it to 
your PortFolio 
Business Card Pockets
No presentation is complete without a business card. Leave your card 
where they won't lose it - in a self-adhesive business card pocket!
SteelClass
Present and store your documents in your DuoBinder without punching 
holes in them with our SteelClass filing and storage system.
Book Stand
Especially designed to put next to your unibind machine.  It provides 
faster cooling of your bound documents

SteelBinding 

The Unibind XU138
SteelBinding System is a 
compact desktop model that 
features one binding element. 
The XU138 can accommodate 
the binding of up to 8 
documents simultaneously or 
a single document with up to 
340 pages. 

The Unibind XU238
SteelBinding System has 2 
binding elements, allowing the 
binding of up to 16 documents 
simultaneously or 2 single 
documents with up to 340 
pages. 

The Unibind XU338
SteelBinding System is our most 
popular binding system and has 
3 binding elements, allowing the 
binding of up to 24 documents 
simultaneously or 3 single 
documents with up to 340 
pages.

The Unibind XU638
SteelBinding System has 6 
binding elements, allowing the 
binding of up to 48 documents 
simultaneously or 6 single 
documents with up to 340 
pages. 

The Unibind S925 Professional 
SteelBinding System has 9 binding 
elements, allowing the binding of up 
to 45 documents simultaneously 
making this system the fastest 
desktop binding system on the 
market today. Multiple bindings 
up to 340 pages can be 
accommodated. 



3 STEPS 
To Perfection!

9/81 Bishop Street
Kelvin Grove D.C QLD 4059
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Phone: (07) 3352 4222
Fax: (07) 3352 4333

E-mail: sales@qld.directnational.com.au
Web: www.directnational.com.au

Bind solid, professional
reports automatically in 

3 easy steps:
1.  Place the document into the Unibind 
     cover

2.  Place the cover in the Unibind machine

             ...Wait a couple of minutes

3.  The document is professionally bound!

I would like to know more about Unibind so 
please send me your sample kit & pricing

Comments:

In our office we bind:

Reports

Agendas

Quotes / Proposals

Quality
Perfect binding

Super strong, permanent bond

Easy to use
User friendly
Fully automatic

Reliability
Always ready to use
No warm up
Maintenance free

SteelBinding 

Make your 

Business look better

Name

Address

Phone

Market Studies

Budgets

Contracts

Training Manuals

Briefs

Presentations

Specifications

Catalogues

Other
_______________________
_______________________
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